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Abstract—Today’s Massively Multiplayer Online Games
(MMOGs) can include millions of concurrent players spread
across the world. To keep these highly-interactive virtual en-
vironments online, a MMOG operator may need to provision
tens of thousands of computing resources from various data
centers. Faced with large resource demand variability, and with
misfit resource renting policies, the current industry practice
is to maintain for each game tens of self-owned data centers.
In this work we investigate the dynamic resource provisioning
from external data centers for MMOG operation. We introduce
a novel MMOG workload model that represents the dynamics
of both the player population and the player interactions. We
evaluate several algorithms, including a novel neural network
predictor, for predicting the resource demand. Using trace-based
simulation, we evaluate the impact of the data center policies
on the resource provisioning efficiency; we show that dynamic
provisioning can be much more efficient than its static alternative.

I. INTRODUCTION

Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) have
emerged in the past decade as a new type of large-scale
distributed application: real-time virtual world simulations
entertaining players spread across the world. To maintain
the level of responsiveness demanded by players, MMOG
providers install and maintain for each game a dedicated
multi-server infrastructure [1]. However, due to the dynamic
character of MMOGs, both on the short and on the long term,
the game operators have to over-provision their infrastructure,
and new providers find it difficult to join the market. In this
work we propose a dynamic resource provisioning method that
addresses these two problems. Our solution uses a generic
game model and in-game monitoring to dynamically predict
the user load. Based on accurate load prediction, we obtain
resources from data centers, and run game servers on them.

MMOGs have already started to attract the interest of
the research community. Challenges such as scalability, trust,
and data consistency have been identified by the distributed
systems [2] and the database [3] communities. In this work
we draw the attention to a new direction of research: resource
provisioning for MMOGs.

Today’s MMOG operate as client/server architectures, in
which the game server simulates a world via computing and
database operations, receives and processes commands from

the clients, and inter-operates with a billing and accounting
system [1], [4]. Failing to ensure timely simulation updates
leads to a degraded game experience, and to players canceling
their accounts. As a result, the game providers need to install
and operate a large infrastructure, with hundreds to thousands
of computers for each game (e.g., the operating infrastructure
of the MMOG World of Warcraft has over 10,000 com-
puters [5]). However, similar to fashion goods, the demand
of a MMOG is highly dynamic. Thus, even for the large
providers that operate several titles in parallel, a large portion
of the resources are unnecessary. Furthermore, determining the
resource requirements dynamically is non-trivial for MMOGs:
unlike many other client-server applications [6]–[10], the inter-
action between the concurrent system users has an important
role in the load of the system. In this work we investigate the
operation of MMOGs on resources obtained dynamically from
data centers spread across the world. Towards this end, we
first present in Section II a model for the MMOG ecosystem
that describes the application, the resource providers, and their
interaction. In contrast to previous models of client/server
applications over the Internet [6]–[10], which focus on mostly
non-interacting user requests, our model is designed around
the notion of player interactions. We show through the analysis
of RuneScape, a large-scale MMOG, that MMOGs are more
dynamic than previously believed [11] and that the interaction
with the players is a major component of the MMOG workload
(Section III). Thus, we show that the amount of unnecessary
resources due to the static resource provisioning is much
higher than previously believed.

Then, motivated by the dynamic MMOG workloads, we
propose a dynamic resource provisioning model in which the
amount of resources is dynamically predicted, and the nec-
essary resources are obtained dynamically from data centers.
To minimize the resource over-provisioning, we propose in
Section IV a novel load prediction algorithm based on neural
networks, which has reasonable speed and better accuracy
than six other alternatives for a variety of realistic MMOG
workloads. Based on this algorithm and on the MMOG ap-
plication model, we are able to convert the load prediction
into a resource demand estimation. In contrast to previous
work, where resources are provided by a single data center [6],
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[8], in this work we consider a new approach that focuses
on the requirements of MMOGs: the resources are provided
by many data centers, and the geographical location of these
centers with respect to the location of the users generating
the demand is taken into account. We further extend this
model to consider the lease policies of the data centers: we
favor centers that allow leasing fewer resources at a time,
and for shorter periods of time. In Section V we present a
thorough investigation of the dynamic resource provisioning
for MMOGs. Using the traces analyzed in Section III, and the
prediction algorithm proposed in Section IV, we show through
simulations that the dynamic resource provisioning reduces
considerably the MMOG operation costs with a reasonable
loss of performance. Last but not least, we argue in Section VI
that, in comparison with the related work, ours is the first
to investigate the resource provisioning problem for a multi-
MMOG, multi-data center ecosystem.

II. A MODEL FOR THE MMOG ECOSYSTEM

In this section we present a model for the MMOG ecosys-
tem, in which a global network of data centers services many
MMOGs at the same time. First, we introduce a model for
a generic MMOG application. Then, we present the hosting
platform: data centers scattered around the world. Our multi-
MMOG, multi data center model extends the previous work,
which focuses on either a single application, usually web
service, and/or a single data center [7], [9], [12]–[15].

A. The MMOG Application Model

MMOGs are large-scale simulations of persistent game
worlds comprising various game objects (entities): in-game
representation of the players (avatars), mobile entities that
have the ability to act independently (bots or non-player
characters (NPCs)), other entities that can be interacted with
(mobiles), and immutable entities (decor). The most used
architectural model for implementing MMOGs is client-
server [4], with game operators maintaining the servers. The
clients dynamically connect to game servers and interact with
each other within a game session by sending their play actions
(e.g., movement, operations on game objects, chat). Based on
the actions submitted by the players, the game servers compute
the global state of a game world represented by the position
and interactions of the entities, and send appropriate responses
as a high frequency data stream that guarantees a fluent and
seamless game experience.

A good game experience is critical in keeping the players
engaged, and has an immediate consequence on the income
of the MMOG operators. A lack of bandwidth or of computa-
tional power manifests immediately as a lack of responsiveness
in the game world, and as a result players may quit the game
(and join other games). Unlike other Internet applications,
the quitting of one player may trigger a mass-effect (in
Section III-D we show that an unpopular decision can lead to a
25% drop in the number of players in a matter of days). Today,
a single computer is limited at around 500 simultaneous and
persistent network connections, and databases can manage the

update of around 500 objects per second [3]. To support at the
same time millions of concurrent players (active concurrent
players) and many more other game entities, MMOG operators
are distributing the load of a game world across multiple
computational resources [4], [16].

The load of a MMOG application depends not only on
the number of active concurrent players, but also on the
number and type of their interactions (see Section III-D for
empirical evidence). The interaction type and count span a
wide range, depending on the game design. The number of
interactions between the entities, and especially between the
human players, may be very low (e.g., for puzzle games
where a player interacts with the system after long periods of
thinking), to low (e.g., for a role-playing game (RPG) where
small groups of people interact with a sparse environment), to
very high (e.g., for a first-person shooter game (FPS) where
many players test their reaction time against the others in
a confined area). Assuming the number of entities is n, the
update model for the various interaction types may range from
O(n) for games in which players are mostly solitary and do not
require many state changes or compute complex environment
reactions, to O(n2) for games in which many players acting
individually are interacting, or to O(n3) for games in which
groups of many players each are interacting. To reduce the
computational load, most MMOGs only simulate the areas
that are populated with human players, and send updates only
for things that directly affect their avatars, that is, they only
update the area of interest of each avatar. When using such
techniques, the update model may become O(n× log n) from
O(n2), and O(n2 × log n) from O(n3).

The lack of responsiveness may also be caused by high
latency, independently from the game operator’s server and
bandwidth capacity. However, depending on the game design
MMOGs have different latency tolerance; the exact values
for several games have been investigated by previous re-
search [17], [18].

B. The Data Center Model

The hosting platform considered in our work consists of
data centers scattered around the world. Each data center
pools together resources that may serve several users (game
operators) at the same time. For simplicity, we assume that
each data center consists of a single cluster of computing
resources, and that a resource owner (hoster) possesses only
one data center; we use from here on interchangeably the terms
data center, cluster, and hoster. The game operators submit
resource requests to the data center, specifying the type and
number of resources desired, and the duration for which the
resources are needed. The resources considered in this work
can be of one of the following four types: CPU time from data
center machines (CPU), memory from data center machines
(memory), input from the external network of a data center
(ExtNet[in]), and output to the external network of a data
center (ExtNet[out]).

Depending on the data center’s service model, either best-
effort or based on advance reservations, resource requests are
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Fig. 1. The number of MMORPG players over time. The six highlighted
games, e.g., World of Warcraft and RuneScape, have currently over 500k
players each. The data sources are the survey of Woodcock [20] for dates
until June 2006, and our own research, afterwards.

queued or immediately fitted in the schedule, respectively.
Once the available resources are matched against the requests,
these resources are allocated to the game operators. From
the game operator’s point of view, we say that the resources
have been provisioned; we use from here on interchangeably
the terms resource allocation and resource provisioning. The
allocated resources are reserved for MMOG execution for
the whole duration of the game operator’s request, i.e., task
preemption or migration are not supported by the system.

Our data center resource allocation model considers the
size and the duration of the minimal resource allocation. In
practice, a resource allocation, e.g., for CPU or for network
bandwidth, may be for a fraction of that resource (i.e., a virtual
machine running on a physical node [10] or a channel of
an optical network), or for the resource as a whole (i.e., a
server in web data centers [12], or a multi-processor node
in a grid system [19]). Similarly, the minimal duration for a
which a resource may be allocated may be between a few
seconds (servicing one user request by a web service) to
several months (a typical value for web server hosting). We
define the resource bulk as the minimum number of resources
that can be allocated for one request, expressed as the multiple
of a minimal resource size. Similarly, we define the time bulk
as the minimum duration for which a resource allocation can
be made, expressed as the multiple of a minimal time period.
A space-time policy expresses the sizes for the resource and of
the time bulks. A data center may choose to allocate resources
for MMOGs only in bulk, under the space-time policy (hosting
policy) set by the data center’s owners. We discuss in the next
section how this definition is applied in the MMOG ecosystem.

C. The Ecosystem: Multiple Game Operators, Multiple
Hosters

The MMOG ecosystem comprises multiple game opera-
tors that rent resources from multiple hosters for running
the MMOG servers. Each hoster may set a different space-
time policy for its resources. The game operators handle

simultaneously MMOGs of different genres and designs with
different interactivity types and counts and with different
latency tolerance. Each MMOG may run on multiple data
centres geographically distributed across different countries.

The relative success of these games is characterized by
the number of players of each game. Figure 1 shows the
number of MMORPG players over time for the USA and for
the European markets. Notably, there are six games which
currently have more than 500k players each. Assuming the
same rate of growth, there will be over 60 million players by
2011 in the US and EU markets alone. The number of players
both for the largest MMOG and for the MMOG ecosystem as
a whole are a motivation motivate for this work.

The game operators make requests based on the load of
the games they operate (either statically or dynamically com-
puted), and the data centers respond with offers based on their
local time-space renting policy. The resource allocation is real-
ized by a request-offer matching mechanism based on multiple
criteria that favor the game operator. We focus in this work on
the following three such criteria. First, the number and the type
of resources requested must match with the offer; when they
do not match, the matching mechanism ensures that the offer
includes at least the requested amounts. Second, depending on
the game latency tolerance, the matching mechanism locates
the resources closest to the request. Third, to deal with data
center policies, the matching mechanism selects first the finer
grained resources with the shorter period of reservation time.

III. MMOG WORKLOAD ANALYSIS

In this section we present an analysis of MMOG workloads.
Previous MMOG workload characterizations [11], [21], [22]
have either focused on highly interactive games with few
players [21], traced small to mid-sized MMOGs [11], [22], or
collected data from only one server from a large MMOG [23].
In contrast, our analysis focuses on all server groups of one of
the largest commercial MMOGs, RuneScape [24], for which
we analyze the workload at server and network level based on
server location and on user interactions.

A. The RuneScape Traces

RuneScape is ranked second by number of players in the
US and European markets (see Figure 1). RuneScape is not
a traditional MMORPG: through specific parts of the world
where player interaction follows different rules (in RuneScape
terminology minigames), the game combines elements of RPG
with FPS (and other genres). Thus, various levels of player
interactivity coexist in the same game, and the game load
cannot be trivially computed (e.g., not with the linear models
employed in [15]).

We have collected RuneScape traces from the official
RuneScape web page [24] starting with August 2007. Our
traces contain the number of players over time for each server
group used by the RuneScape game operators. The traces are
sampled every two minutes. For this work we have analyzed
the traces up to July 2008 (over ten months of data).
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Fig. 2. The number of globally active concurrent players for RuneScape.
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B. The Global Number of Players

The number of RuneScape players has surged over the past
two years, starting with the introduction of the minigames.
From 180,000 active players 1 at the beginning of 2005, the
game is estimated to have now over 5,000,000 active players
from the over 8,000,000 open accounts in 2007 [25], [26].
Our own study of the official list of top RuneScape players
counted over 3,000,000 unique active players in September
2007. Given that a player needs to be active (and efficient)
for about a month to become a top player, we conclude that
RuneScape converts into dedicated players between 30% and
60% of the starting players.

Our study shows that the maximum global number of
active concurrent players for RuneScape is around 250,000.
However, this number is strongly driven by the mood of the
player base. Figure 2 depicts the number of active concurrent
users for RuneScape over a period of two months. A highly
unpopular decision issued on 10 December 2007 results in
massive account cancelations; the number of active concurrent
players drops by over 30,000 units (a quarter of its value) in
less than one day. Under intense pressure, the game operators
agree to amend the changes; the number of active concurrent
players raises again, but to only 95% of the previous value.
On 18 December 2007 and on 15 January 2008, the game
operators release new content; a period of about one week
after each release sees an over 50% surge of the number of
active concurrent players.

The variability and the dependency on the MMOG being
”fashionable” of both the number of active players and of
active concurrent players mean that static resource provision-
ing would lead to significant over-provisioning. We show in
Section V how dynamic resource provisioning can greatly
reduce the over-provisioning.

C. Patterns in the Regional Number of Players

Our RuneScape traces characterize a global population
spread across five different geographical regions: Europe, US

1An active player is a player that has played at least once in the last month.
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Fig. 3. RuneScape workload for region 0 (Europe).

East Coast, US West Coast, etc. We present below the analysis
of the number of players that use the server groups of region 0
(Europe). The input for this analysis is a sub-set of two weeks
(mid to end of August 2007) from the original RuneScape
traces. The analysis of the other four regions, and of the rest
of the traces, yielded very similar results. The analysis uses
over 11,000 data samples taken at intervals of two minutes,
i.e., the whole plot includes data for two full weeks and the two
days immediately preceding or following them. Each sample
contains a set of values, one value (the load) for each server
in the region. Figure 3 depicts the three main topics of the
analysis of the regional number of players in three sub-plots.
The subplot at the top shows the minimum, the median, and
the maximum load measured in number of users online of any
server group in the region at each time step. The median load
shows a diurnal pattern, that is, sampling at intervals of one
day the load would yield very similar values. There is a strong
load variation during the peak hours: the median is about 50%
higher than the minimum2.

To characterize the load variability between server groups,
the middle subplot depicts the load interquartile range (IQR3)
over time. Similarly to the median load, the load variability
has a diurnal cycle. Unlike the load of e-business and web
servers [27], the median load for this 2 week period shows no
weekend effects, e.g., the load does not differ significantly
between weekend and normal workdays. This behavior is
typical for one third of our traces, while the other parts show
typical weekend behavior (e.g., the left part of Figure 2).

To establish the duration of the cycles observed in the top
and middle sub-plots, the bottom sub-plot displays for each of
the server groups in region 0 its autocorrelation function. We
can see a very significant peak around 720 (720 samples * 2
minutes / sample = 1440 minutes, i.e., 24 hours) and a strong

2Some heavy fluctuations are caused by server group outages. These
outages are few and short-lived and thus fall outside the scope of this analysis.

3The IQR is the difference between 75th and 25th percentiles of a data set.



negative peak around 360 (12 hours). This shows again the
diurnal pattern of the load of most of the servers. However,
the same sub-plot shows evidence that there are several servers
in region 0 whose load does not follow a diurnal pattern: the
load of 2-5% of the servers is always 95%, except for outages.

D. The Influence of Player Interaction on Single Server Load

A fundamental premise of this work is that the workload
of MMOGs depends on the interactions between players. We
show in this section that this dependence exists.

Using the network tracing tool tcpdump, we collect from
RuneScape eight game session traces, and analyze the distri-
bution of the packet sizes and of the inter-arrival time (IAT)
between consecutive packets. Each trace is collected from a
game session of at least five minutes and at most one hour. For
validation, two traces, Trace 5a and Trace 5b, were collected
from the same environment at consecutive periods of time. To
ensure the independence of the measurements, the traces were
collected at different dates over a period of six months.

Figure 4 gives evidence that the (network) load depends
on the number and type of player interactions. For traces
that involve a fast paced game (i.e., T1 and T6), the level of
interaction (i.e., crowded or non-crowded) does not increase
the server load, as the players are very sensitive to delays.
Thus, for fast paced games the server needs to send packets
as often as possible, and including as much information as pos-
sible. For traces that involve direct player-to-player interaction
(i.e., traces T2 (market) and T7 (new content leading to some
player-to-player interaction)), the packet sizes are similar, but
their IAT is very different; the statistical moments of the IAT
of T7 are lower statistically than those of T2 (for T2 the need
for updates is conditioned on players starting and agreeing to
trades, with more thinking time than for the player actions in
T7). For traces that involve group player-to-player interaction
(i.e., trace T4), the packets need to arrive more often (lower
IAT than for other traces) and to include information about
more objects (higher packet size).

IV. LOAD PREDICTION FOR MMOGS

Fast and accurate load prediction with respect to the number
of players and interactions per game zone is needed to
dynamically allocate resources for MMOGs. In this section
we investigate the suitability of several prediction algorithms
for MMOGs and find that, from the tried alternatives, a novel
algorithm based on neural networks delivers the best accuracy
while offering prediction results at an appropriate speed.

A. Predictor Families

Two options are available for quantitative predictions in
MMOGs: explanatory models and time series prediction.
While the explanatory models can deliver good accuracy with
little computation, they are difficult to obtain for such complex
applications such as MMOGs, and are tightly-coupled with
the application instance and sometimes with the platform for
which they have been constructed. With MMOGs relying on
frequent and large updates to maintain interest among the

players (in Figure 2 we see a rate of one update per month), the
explanatory models quickly become unmaintainable. Thus, our
work is based on prediction algorithms that use past values to
discover patterns in the historical data series, and extrapolate
these patterns into the future. Many such prediction algorithms
have already been proposed [28].

The simple prediction algorithms (like exponential smooth-
ing and variants thereof) are computationally inexpensive and
can be applied in parallel on several data sets, but their
predictive power is limited. More elaborated prediction algo-
rithms, e.g., the autoregressive (AR) models, the integrated (I)
models, the moving average (MA) models, and combinations
thereof like ARMA or ARIMA, try to find the best model for
the given data set and base their predictions on this model.
Although their predictive power is higher, such methods are
also more time consuming and resource intensive, thus being
ill suited for MMOGs. As an alternative to the simple and to
the complex prediction algorithms, we also investigate in this
work the use of neural networks [29]. Neural networks provide
a robust approach to approximating real-valued or discrete
valued target functions. Low complexity neural networks are
capable of approximating complex, noisy functions, provided
that a good input preprocessing is performed. This approach
has the downside of requiring a training phase which can
become computationally intensive once the network structure
complexity is increased; however, we show in the next section
that accurate predictions can be achieved with our neural
network-based predictor at an adequate rate.

B. Prediction in MMOGs

We have shown in Section III that the load of MMOGs
is more dynamic than believed, mostly because of the player
interactions. Thus, an accurate game load prediction should
be based on, besides the entity count, the entity interaction
inside the game world. However, it is difficult to obtain
detailed interaction information from MMOGs. Instead, the
entity interaction can be inferred in practice from the entity
distribution in the simulated environment. The game world is
partitioned into sub-zones; when the size of the sub-zones is
small, the load imposed by the sub-zone can be characterized
by using only their entity count. The overall entity distribution
in the entire game world consists of a map of entity counts
for each sub-zone. The predictor uses as input the entity count
for each sub-zone at equidistant past time intervals (steps), and
delivers as output the entity counts at the next time step. The
predicted entity count for the entire game world is the sum of
all the sub-zone predictions.

C. The Neural Network-based Predictor for MMOGs

We have developed a neural network-based predictor which
uses historical information collected by tracing the execution
of MMOGs which we presented in detail in [30]. Our predictor
is based on a low complexity multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
together with several available signal preprocessors. It is a
three layered MLP with a (6,3,1) structure (input, hidden
and output neuron layers). The signal preprocessors are based
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Fig. 4. Evidence of the influence of player interaction on the load of MMOG servers. (left) The CDF of packet length; (right) The CDF of packet inter-arrival
time. Eight traces are displayed.

on several polynomial functions which have the purpose of
removing the unwanted noise from the processed signal.

Two off-line phases are required before deploying the neural
network-based prediction. The data set collection phase is
a relatively long process in which the game is observed by
gathering entity count samples for all sub-zones at equidistant
time steps. The training phase uses most of the previously
collected samples as training sets, and the remaining samples
as test sets. The training phase runs for a number of training
eras, until a convergence criterion is fulfilled. A training era
consists of three steps: (1) presenting all the training sets in
sequence to the network; (2) adjusting the network’s weights to
better fit the expected output (the real entity count for the next
time step); and (3) testing the network’s prediction capability
with the different test sets.

D. Prediction Results

We now evaluate seven time series prediction algorithms
for MMOG data: six simple algorithms and our novel neural
network-based algorithm. We find that the latter performs best
from these alternatives.

1) The MMOG Emulator: For these experiments we have
developed a distributed game emulator which supports the
concept of sub-zones and realistically emulates the behavior
of the game players. The motivation for using an emulator
is twofold: we do not have access to the code or the doc-
umentation of the RuneScape server, and by developing this
emulator we are able to give further evidence that the player
interaction determines the server load (see also Section III-D).
We use this emulator for generating realistic load patterns
with typical MMOG behavior such as entity interaction hot-
spots for a large number of entities. The emulated players are
driven by several Artificial Intelligence (AI) profiles which
determine their behavior during a simulation: the aggressive
profile determines the player to seek and interact with oppo-
nents; the team player profile causes the player to act in a
group together with its teammates; the scout profile leads the
entity for discovering uncharted zones of the game world (not
guaranteeing any interaction); and the camper player simulates
a well-known tactic in FPS games to hide and wait for the
opponent, thus gaining a tactical advantage through the use of
the element of surprise. The four profiles have been selected
to match the four behavioral profiles most encountered in

TABLE I
CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS FOR OBTAINING THE EIGHT TRACE DATA

SETS THROUGH EMULATION.

Data Player Behaviour [%] Peak Peak Dynamics
Set Aggr. Scout Team Camp Hours Load Overall Inst.

Set 1 80 10 0 10 No +++++ +++++ +++++
Set 2 60 10 0 20 No +++++ +++++ +++++
Set 3 70 20 0 10 No +++++ +++++ +++++
Set 4 70 30 0 0 No +++++ +++++ +++++
Set 5 30 40 30 0 Yes +++++ +++++ +++++
Set 6 10 80 10 0 Yes +++++ +++++ +++++
Set 7 20 40 40 0 Yes +++++ +++++ +++++
Set 8 20 80 0 0 Yes +++++ +++++ +++++

MMOGs [4], the achiever, the explorer, the socializer, and the
killer, respectively. To also account for the mixed behavior
encountered in deployed MMOGs [4], each entity has its
own preferred profile, but can change the profiles dynamically
during the emulation.

We model four aspects besides the AI profiles use: the peak
hours, the peak load, the overall dynamics, and the instanta-
neous dynamics. The peak hours correspond to the periods
with high player count in online gaming such as late afternoon
(see Section III). The peak load represents the highest load that
can be observed for a MMOG, and can be used to represent the
relative popularity of MMOGs. The overall dynamics represent
the variability of the entity interaction over a period of one
day. The instantaneous dynamics represent the variability of
the entity interaction over a period of two minutes.

Using the game emulator, we generated eight different trace
data sets with different characteristics. Each set was obtained
by running one simulated day for each set and sampling the
game state every two minutes. We varied the entities speed and
inter-zone migration patterns to mimic two different dynamic
profiles: (1) instantaneous dynamics (typical to fast-paced FPS
games) meaning a large difference in the entity interaction
over a short period of time; and (2) overall dynamics (typical
to MMORPGs) has a much more stable entity interaction
load with large variations over a longer period of time.
Table I lists the configuration parameters. The eight data sets
comprise three major types of signals: Type I, signals with
high instantaneous dynamics and medium overall dynamics
(sets 2, 3, and 4); Type II, signals with low instantaneous
dynamics (sets 6, 7 and 8); and Type III, signals with medium
instantaneous dynamics (sets 1 and 5).
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2) The Neural Network-based Predictor Performs Best:
Each prediction algorithm receives as input each trace data
set, and outputs for each input set sample a prediction for the
next two minutes. For a prediction algorithm, we define the
un-normalized sample prediction error as the absolute value
of the difference between the sample and the prediction made
by algorithm for that sample. For the same algorithm, we
further define the prediction error for an input trace data set as
the ratio between the sum of un-normalized sample prediction
errors for all samples and the sum of all samples in the trace
data set, expressed as a percentage.

The results in Figure 5 show that, apart from having lower
prediction errors, the important quality of our neural network
predictor is its ability to adapt to various types of input signals.
In contrast, other algorithms exhibit poor performance for
some types of signals, e.g., the ”Average” predictor is the 2nd

most accurate for Type I signals, but performs poorly for all
Type II and for some Type III signals. Notably, our neural
network predictor was significantly better for the sets with
high instantaneous dynamics (Types I and III signals).

Figure 6 depicts the time required to make one prediction on
a common off-the-shelf desktop with an Intel Core Duo E6700
(2.66GHz) processor for the discussed prediction methods
with the exception of the last value method which has no
computational requirements. Although the neural predictor
is the slowest of the presented methods, with an average
prediction duration of approximately 7μs, it nevertheless fits
into the fast prediction methods category, making it suited to
its intended usage.

V. RESOURCE PROVISIONING AND MANAGEMENT FOR

MMOGS

In this section we present an evaluation of our model for
resource provisioning and management for MMOGs described
in Section II-C. In our simulation, the game operators perform

TABLE II
THE EVALUATION SPACE COVERAGE OF THE EXPERIMENTS PRESENTED IN

THIS SECTION. THE CHARACTERISTICS IN BOLD INDICATE THE MAIN

FOCUS OF EACH SECTION.

Sec- Resource Prediction Update Hosting Latency No.
tion Allocation Algorithm Models Policies Tolerance MMOGs
V-B static,dyn. all O(n2) optimal none one
V-C dynamic Neural all optimal none one
V-D dynamic Neural O(n2) all none one
V-E dynamic Neural O(n2) optimal all one
V-F dynamic Neural O(n2) optimal none several

a prediction of the game load (i.e., number of players and
interactions per zone) every two minutes and, based on the
results, request an appropriate amount of resources to the
data centres. The protocol how resources are matched based
on their number, type, location, and time was presented in
Section II-C. We assume zero overhead in resource allocation,
provisioning, and setup from data centres to game operators.

We cover an evaluation space with six axes: the allocation
mechanisms, the prediction algorithms, the player interaction,
the hosting policies, the latency tolerance, and the multi-
MMOG workloads. To explore this space efficiently, we assess
in the following subsections in turn with a set of experiments
for each parameter the impact on performance of varying
the parameter along one of the axes of the evaluation space;
Table II shows an overview of what each experiment covers.

In each experiment we characterize the performance with
three metrics: the resource over-allocation, the resource under-
allocation, and the number of significant under-allocation
events. The resource over-allocation characterizes for a re-
source type, e.g., CPU, the percentage of that resource that
has been allocated, from the amount of that resource necessary
for the seamless execution of the MMOG. Equation 1 defines
Ω(t), the resource over-allocation at time t, as the cumulated
over-allocation for all the machines participating in the game
session, where M is the number of machines in the session,
αm (t) represents the allocated resource on machine m and
λm (t) represents the resource usage (the generated load) on
machine m. The resource under-allocation characterizes the
percentage of resources that have not been allocated, from the
amount of that resource necessary for the seamless execution
of the MMOG, but taking into consideration that missing
resources on one machine can be hidden by over-allocating
the resource on other machines. Equation 2 defines Υ (t), the
resource under-allocation at time t. The min(·) function limits
the maximum value of under-allocation to at most 0; thus, an
over-allocation at one moment of time does not reduce impact
of an under-allocation at another, and the two metrics Ω(t)
and Υ (t) are not correlated.

Ω(t) =

∑M

m=1 αm (t)
∑M

m=1 λm (t)
· 100[%] (1)

Υ (t) =

∑M

m=1 min (αm (t) − λm (t) , 0)

M
· 100[%] (2)

The number of significant under-allocation events character-



TABLE III
THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATA CENTERS IN THE

EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT.

Location Data
Machines (total)

Continent Country Centers

Europe

Finland 2 8 machines
Sweden 2 8 machines
U.K. 2 20 machines
Netherlands 2 15 machines

North America

U.S. (West) 2 35 machines
Canada (West) 1 15 machines
U.S. (Central) 1 15 machines
U.S. (East) 2 32 machines
Canada (East) 1 10 machines

Australia Australia 2 8 machines

TABLE IV
THE HOSTING POLICIES USED IN SECTION V. SEE TEXT FOR A

DESCRIPTION OF THE ABSTRACT RESOURCE UNITS.

Hosting
CPU Memory

External net. Time
policy in out [min]
HP-1 0.25 n/a 6 0.33 360
HP-2 0.25 n/a 4 0.5 360
HP-3 0.22 2 n/a n/a 180
HP-4 0.28 2 n/a n/a 180
HP-5 0.37 2 n/a n/a 180
HP-6 0.56 2 n/a n/a 180
HP-7 1.11 2 n/a n/a 180
HP-8 0.37 2 n/a n/a 360
HP-9 0.37 2 n/a n/a 720
HP-10 0.37 2 n/a n/a 1440
HP-11 0.37 2 n/a n/a 2880

izes the number of times the under-allocation causes game play
disruption over a long period of time. In this work we consider
an under-allocation as being disruptive if its absolute value is
over 1%, and a period of time of 2 minutes as being long,
that is, if the game is slowed down for more than 2 minutes,
players become frustrated and may quit the game; due to the
mass quitting effect that may follow (see Section III-B), it is
desirable to keep the value of this metric as low as possible.

A. Experimental Setup

The experiments are performed in a simulated RuneScape-
like environment. The input workload consists of the first two
weeks from the RuneScape trace data analyzed in Section III;
with the metrics being evaluated every 2 minutes, this gives
over 10,000 metric samples for each simulation, ensuring
statistical soundness. The data centers are located on four
continents and in seven countries; the location and the number
of machines of each data center are depicted in Table III. Each
machine in the specified setup is capable of handling at least
one game server at full load, e.g., 2000 simultaneous clients for
RuneScape. The data centers can be set to use different hosting
policies; each policy describes the time bulk and one resource
bulk for each type of resource, e.g., one resource bulk for the
CPU, one for memory, one for the network bandwidth. The
measurement unit for the policy resources is a generic “unit”
which represents the requirement for the respective resource
of a fully loaded RuneScape game server (e.g. one external
outward network unit is equivalent to a real bandwith value
of 3 MB/s, see also Figure 4).

B. The Impact of the Prediction Performance

TABLE V
THE AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OF THE DYNAMIC RESOURCE ALLOCATION

BASED ON SIX DIFFERENT PREDICTION ALGORITHMS. THE TWO

BEST-PERFORMING PREDICTION ALGORITHMS ARE DEPICTED IN BOLD.

Predictor type
Avg. Over-allocation [%] Avg. Under-allocation [%]

CPU
ExtNet

CPU
ExtNet |Υ| > 1%

[in] [out] [out] events
Neural 25.90 995.27 66.04 -0.09 0 317
Average 32.41 1023.43 69.29 -12.84 -2.46 8123
Last value 25.11 989.10 65.36 -0.16 0 608
Moving average 24.92 992.06 65.69 -0.33 -0.03 1142
Sliding window 24.97 992.73 65.76 -0.41 -0.03 1423
Exp. smoothing 24.76 977.85 64.11 -0.42 -0.03 1429
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In this experiment we evaluate the impact of the prediction
algorithm on the performance of the provisioning process.
We assign round-robin the HP-1 and HP-2 hosting policies
described in Table IV to the data centers described in Table III.
When two data centers have the same location (column ”Coun-
try” in Table III), their hosting policies are set one as HP-1
and one as HP-2, and their number of machines is set to half
the number of resources at that location (column ”Machines”
in Table III).

We first compare the performance obtained by dynamic
resource allocation based on one of six prediction algorithms
(see also Section IV). Table V presents the average perfor-
mance of the six prediction algorithms. For over-allocation
we observe two performance classes: the poor performance
class with one member (the Average predictor), and the
normal performance class with as members the other five
predictors. The reason for the big over-allocation values for
the external network bandwidth resource is the fact that the
two utilized policies were not well fitted to the input workload,
that is, the policies depicted in Table IV included too much
external network bandwidth relative to the CPU. We show
in Section V-E that the resources from the data centers with
such policies are not used when suitable alternatives exist. We
further rank the five predictors from the normal performance
class using the under-allocation metrics. First, only the Neural
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and the Last value predictors lead to no under-allocation of
external network bandwidth; they also lead to the lowest CPU
under-allocation. In addition, our Neural predictor yields the
lowest number of significant under-allocation events: almost
half the value of the Last value predictor. Figure 7 depicts
the cumulative number of significant under-allocation events
over time for the five predictors with normal over-allocation
performance. The cumulative number of significant under-
allocation events over time shows a more stable evolution
for our Neural predictor than for the other predictors. We
conclude that our novel neural predictor has the best resource
allocation performance, followed by the last value predictor,
thus corroborating the results in Section IV-D.

We now assess the efficiency of the dynamic resource allo-
cation in comparison with its static alternative. The dynamic
resource allocation is based for these experiments on Neural,
the best-performing predictor. Figure 8 shows the resource
over-allocation resulted from the use of static or dynamic
resource allocation for the same workload. Expectedly, the
dynamic allocation of resources achieves the best resource
over-allocation; its average over-allocation is around 25%,
compared to 250% for static allocation. The over-allocation of
the dynamic allocation of resources can be even lower when
the data centers policies are more favorable: the deallocation
of resources was allowed only at least six hours after the start
of the allocation (column ”Time” from Table IV).

C. The Impact of Player Interaction

In this experiment we assess the impact of the player
interaction on the performance of the resource allocation
mechanism. The dynamic resource allocation uses the Neural
predictor, which gives the best performance from the predic-
tion algorithms considered in this work. Following the MMOG
model described in Section II-A, we consider in turn one of
the following five update models used for player interaction:
O(n), O(n × log n), O(n2), O(n2 × log n), and O(n3).

Figure 9 shows the the resource over- and under-allocation
over time for the O(n), O(n2), and the O(n3) MMOG
update models, when using dynamic resource allocation. The
higher the complexity of the update model, the greater the
fluctuations in resource over-allocation. At the same time, the
significant under-allocation events become more frequent as
the complexity of the update model increases. This is further
confirmed by Figure 10, which depicts the cumulative number

TABLE VI
AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OF THE STATIC AND OF THE DYNAMIC

ALLOCATION MECHANISMS FOR VARIOUS INTERACTION TYPES.

Interaction type
Static allocation method Dynamic allocation method

Avg. allocation Avg. allocation |Υ| > 1%
Over Over Under events
[%] [%] [%]

O (n) 55.71 8.47 0 1
O (n · log (n)) 71.86 16.07 -0.024 22

O
(
n2

)
146.03 27.77 -0.066 103

O
(
n2 · log (n)

)
180.60 36.26 -0.096 191

O
(
n3

)
242.04 54.62 -0.130 304

of significant under-allocation events over time: at the end of
the two simulated weeks, this number is significantly higher
for O(n3) than for O(n).

We now compare the results obtained for the dynamic
resource allocation to those obtained for the static resource
allocation. Table VI shows the average performance of both
resource allocation mechanisms for various interaction types.
The static resource allocation has 5-7 times higher resource
over-allocation than the dynamic resource allocation, but no
under-allocation events. However, the number of significant
under-allocation events over the whole simulated period when
using dynamic resource allocation remains below 3% (at most
304 samples from the over 10,000 samples in the simulation).
When even this low occurrence cannot be tolerated, a mecha-
nism that allocates more than the predicted volume of required
resourced can be used.

D. The Impact of the Data Centres Hosting Policy

In this section we evaluate the influence of the hosting poli-
cies on the performance of the dynamic resource provisioning.
Each hosting policy expresses the sizes of the resource and
of the time bulks (see also Section II); when more resource
types are involved in the matching process, there is a separate
bulk size for each resource type. Because the resource and
the time bulks have a combined influence the provisioning of
resources, we conduct three separate experiments that use each
a different resource hosting policies setup. We assess with two
experiments the individual impact of the resource bulk and of
the time bulk parameters by in turn varying one and keeping
the other constant.

We first estimate the impact of the resource bulk variation
on the resource allocation performance. We vary the CPU
resource bulk by employing five different policies: the policies
HP-3 to HP-7 from Table IV; the resource bulks for other
resource types and the time bulk are kept constant. The values
selected for the CPU resource bulk, i.e., from 0.22 to 1.11, are
not evenly distributed in the selected interval. This reflects the
real-life policies of the data centers, which try to maximize
the data center’s resource usage and do not willingly adapt
to a specific MMOG’s resource requirements. We show in
Section V-E that in the context of our MMOG ecosystem
the game operators are not always forced to accept such
conditions, and can penalize the data centers with unsuitable
hosting policies by not using their resources.
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Fig. 9. Over- and under-allocation for three update models.
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Fig. 11. The impact of the CPU resource bulk on the performance of the
dynamic resource allocation.
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Fig. 12. The impact of the time bulk on the performance of the dynamic
resource allocation.

The influence of the resource bulk on the dynamic resource
allocation performance is depicted in Figure 11. Although
the trends are not monotonous, there is a visible tendency
of higher over-allocation values for bigger resource bulks.
Conversely, we can observe an increase in significant under-
allocation events as the resources are offered with finer grained
quantities. In conclusion, the finer grained policies have the
potential to increase the resource allocation efficiency, but
also the risk of increasing the number of significant under-
allocation events. An optimal value for the resource granularity
can be determined with respect to the type of game serviced
and its tolerance to resource shortages.

To assess the impact of the time bulk, we vary it from 0.1
to 2.0 days while keeping the resource bulks constant; to this
end, we use the policies HP-5, and HP-8 to HP-11 described
in Table IV. The results depicted in Figure 12 show that the
efficiency of the resource allocation can be much improved by
using resources from the data centers whose policies specify
the shortest time bulks. The increase of the average under-
allocation is low if the time bulks are set to realistic values,
e.g., above one hour.

E. The Impact of the MMOG Latency Tolerance

In this experiment we investigate the impact of the MMOG
latency tolerance on the performance of the dynamic resource
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Fig. 13. Distribution of the allocated resources for various latency tolerance
values. The workload contains all the North American resource requests.

allocation. We consider an ideal network behavior, thus the
latency between the players and the data centers is exclusively
determined by their physical distance. The higher the latency
tolerance of a MMOG, the further away can the servers be
located from the users, and the longer the list of data centers
that from which resources can be dynamically provisioned. We
show in this experiment that higher latency tolerance leads
to the resources of the data centers with unsuitable hosting
policies being unused when suitable alternatives exist.

For this experiment we define five classes of maximal
physical distances between the location of the players and the
location of the servers: same location - users must be handled
by resources at the same location, very close - resources can
be allocated from providers within a radius of 1,000 km from
their users, close - a radius of 2,000 km, far - a radius of
4,000 km, and very far - any server can serve any user. Note
that in practice these distances, while course, would depend
on the design of each MMOG. We consider from the setup
described in Table III, only the data centers located in the
North American region, and select from the workload only the
requests that arrive at these data centers. The hosting policies
are coarse grained (i.e., with large resource and time bulks)
for the data centers located on the East Coast and become
gradually finer grained for the data centers located at the
Central and West Coast locations.

We assess the system behavior in a realistic situation:
under the combined workload of all North American game
operators. Figure 13 shows the distribution of the allocated
resources for various latency tolerance values. Due to resource
contention, the resource allocation follows different patterns
than in the optimal case. To assess whether the data centers
with unsuitable hosting policies are penalized by having more
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Fig. 14. Resource allocation for all North American data centers for the
Very far maximal allocation distance. The workload contains all the North
American resource requests.

TABLE VII
OVER- AND UNDER-ALLOCATION AVERAGES WHILE CONCURRENTLY

HANDLING DIFFERENT MMOGS.

Workload structure Avg. Allocation |Υ| > 1%
MMOG A MMOG B MMOG C Over Under events

[%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
0 0 100 35.98 -0.12 240
5 5 90 36.89 -0.12 231

10 10 80 36.50 -0.12 220
25 25 50 35.80 -0.10 213
33 33 33 33.84 -0.09 200
0 100 0 33.24 -0.09 216

100 0 0 19.79 -0.03 75

unused resources, we show in Figure 14 the resource allocation
for all North American data centers. The unsuitable policies
are indeed penalized: the US East Coast data centers are the
only ones to have free resources. Moreover, the US East Coast
requests are served under the best policies even in a busy
system: Figure 14 shows that they use resources from US
Central, Canada West, and US West Coasts when the latency
tolerance admits Far and Very far maximal service distances.

F. The Impact of Servicing Multiple MMOGs

In this last experiment we evaluate the system behavior
when servicing multiple types of MMOGs. To this end, we
select three MMOG types with different update models defined
in Section V-C: MMOG A - using O (n · log (n)) interaction
pattern, MMOG B - using O

(
n2

)
and MMOG C - using

O
(
n2 · log (n)

)
. We run seven scenarios in which the system

has to handle resource requests for the three selected MMOG
types in different proportions. The workload structure for each
scenario is depicted in the ”Workload structure” group of
columns from Table VII.

The average performance is summarized in Table VII. When
the workload is dominated by the more computing-intensive
B or C MMOGs, i.e., the first six rows in Table VII, the
performance of the system is stable: the over-allocation under a
workload of only C MMOGs is less than 3% higher than under
a workload of only B MMOGs. In the seventh scenario, when
the workload comprises only the (less compute-intensive) A
MMOGs, the performance of the dynamic resource allocation
system is significantly better than in the other scenarios. We
conclude that the efficiency of the provisioning system is de-
termined by its biggest consumer. Under these circumstances,
game operators of a different MMOG type, e.g., type A,
may find it better to install their own infrastructure. As an
alternative, we plan to investigate in future work the impact of

prioritizing the resource requests according to the interaction
type of the MMOG.

VI. RELATED WORK

We have pointed throughout this article to work related to
the MMOG ecosystem model, the MMOG workload model,
and the MMOG load prediction introduced in this work. We
turn now our attention to related work in the area of dynamic
resource provisioning.

The case when resources from one data center are shared
between multiple applications with statistical performance
guarantees has received much attention [7], [10], [12], [14],
[31]. The MUSE system [12] allocates periodically a percent-
age of each resource’s capacity for each service class such
that a target utilization for each service class is achieved at
data center level. An approach based on virtual machines as
opposed to physical reasources has also been explored [31].
Resource demand profiles for business applications are con-
structed for various durations (e.g., hour, day, week) and
resources are allocated in advance to provide statistical perfor-
mance guarantees [7]. A similar approach based on application
profiles is proposed in [10]. These approaches do not consider
the interaction between users and may perform poorly for the
MMOG workloads.

The problem of dynamically allocating geographically
spread resources to applications has been a popular topic
of grid computing research. Recent work investigates mecha-
nisms for resource allocation across single- and multi-cluster
grids [19], [32]. They assess the performance of various
resource allocation mechanisms for typical grid workloads,
comprising batches of scientific and engineering jobs [33].
Unlike MMOGs, these grid applications do not change their
resource requirements at runtime. Also, the grid resource allo-
cation policies only allow for whole resources to be allocated
at a time; our work also considers the sub-unitary allocation
sizes specific to business data centers.

Closest to our work, the benefit of provisioning resources
from single data centers has been evaluated for databases
and web services [8], [13]. Our work differs from these
approaches in two significant ways. First, MMOGs have a
different load model, and in particular their load also depends
on the interaction between users. Second, we consider multiple
data centers to handle the different load patterns in different
geographical locations specific to MMOGs.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we focus on MMOGs, a new type of large-scale
distributed simulations with a user base of tens and millions
and growing. To ensure that the user demand is satisfied at all
times, game operators resort to static resource provisioning:
they build and maintain computing platforms of up to 10,000
machines located on several continents for a single MMOG. In
this work we propose a more efficient alternative to the static
resource provisioning: the dynamic resource provisioning and
management of data center resources.



Ours is the first thorough investigation of a MMOG ecosys-
tem, that is, of a multi-MMOG, multi-data center environment.
We show that the number and the type of interactions between
players, and between the players and the environment, are
an important contributor to the game load, and we propose
a new model for MMOGs that focuses on the interaction
count and type. We also show that these interactions lead
to much more dynamic resource demands than previously
believed, and propose a novel prediction algorithm based
on neural-networks that is fast yet accurate; our algorithm
performs significantly better than the six time predictors also
investigated in this work. We investigate the performance
of the resource provisioning and management of data center
resources with a large variety of scenarios that focus both on
the MMOG-specific properties and on the data center hosting
policies. Most importantly, we show that the static resource
provisioning can be on average from five up to ten times more
inefficient than dynamic allocation under the same conditions,
and that in our model the game operators can penalize the data
centers with hosting policies that do not suit MMOGs by not
using their resources.

We are currently implementing the results of this
work within the joint research-industry project EDU-
TAIN@GRID [34], which aims at providing the middleware
between grids and MMOG developers and operators. For the
future, we plan to extend this research with more data center
sizes and hosting policies. We would also like to study more
interaction types from existing MMOGs.
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